
PreSonus Offers 
Affordable Studio Headphones 

PreSonus is now shipping the HD9 closed-back headphones. 
The new phones feature a frequency response of 1 0 Hz-26 kHz 
(±3 dB), 45 mm dynamic neodymium drivers, and high power 
handling (900 mW /channel into a 40Q 
load), with the intent of delivering 
audio that is both clean ond loud, 
to minimize listening fatigue. 

The lightweight HD9 
features an adjustable head
band, cups that rotate up 
to 1 80° on two axes, and 
comfortable, durable ear 
pads. It has a 10' 
straight cable and 
comes complete with 
a gold-plated miniplug
to-¼" adapter and a 
storage bag. 

PRICE: $79.95 

MORE FROM: PreSonus, 
www.presonus.com/ products/HD9 
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zenAud.io Releases Interactive 
Looper/Sequencer 

ALK2 is a new program by zenAud.io that combines the features 
of a looper and a DAW sequencer into a package specifically 
designed for live performance. While audio in each loop is recorded 
live, individual loops are graphically represented and can be 
edited, moved, cut, copied, and pasted with a song. In addition, 
the user can rehearse an arrangement and teach AlK2 about when 
and how to arm channels for recording, record and play back 
loops, and trigger effects (including third-party plug-ins), which the 
software will then automatically do for the user in performance. 

ALK2 is a full-featured VST or AudioUnits plug-in host and 
con loop either audio or MIDI, with built-in quantization and 
beat repeat, and includes a variety of functions designed 
to "rescue" imperfect loops in real time when desired. The 
program runs on macOS 10.1 O+ and is available for a free 
demo at the zenAud.io website. 

PRICE:€ 199 (about $239 at press time) 
MORE FROM: zenAud.io (which is also its web address) 

lmdsp Releases update to Superchord Virtual Strings Software 
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Version 1 .1 of Superchord has just been announced by 
French developer lmdsp. Superchord is a powerful plug-in that 
con work as on instrument or as an effects processor; it emulates 
the resonance of 12 virtual strings that con vibrate in sympathy 
with existing music or be played in real time via MIDI. 

Superchord contains 12 resonators with individual and 
global settings, on assignable LFO and envelope follower, 
filter and saturation modules, timbre and dynamics modeling for 
each string, and an integrated mini-mixer, all in a finely 
scalable user interface. New features in version 1.1 include 
NKS support for Native Instruments Komplete Kontrol and 
Maschine controllers, as well as high-resolution support on 
macOS Retina displays and overall performance improve
ments. A free demo is available from lmdsp's website. 

PRICE: €99 (about $119 at press time) 
MORE FROM: lmdsp, www.lmdsp.com/products/superchord/ 




